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Introduction

How can…
Audio Visual infrastructure enable
employees of a global enterprise to
connect and collaborate with colleagues
in new workspaces outside mainland UK?

#SwitchOnthepossibilities

The objective was to provide employees, important clients and delegates a vastly superior
meeting experience, and enable teams/employees around the world to collaborate in these
workspaces.
This is a major new office development, and the largest single office development in the
Channel Islands.

Divisible Meeting Room
The divisible meeting room is made up of two side-by-side rooms with a folding wall in
between. Each of the rooms function as standalone presentation rooms or both rooms as
one large joined space.

 1x Samsung 95” FHD display wall mounted on a purpose designed and built
line bracket.

 1x Samsung 75” FHD display in the larger room for use when in combined
mode.

 2x Shure Microflex Ceiling array 6x KEF Speakers, 3x Extron DANTE
amplifiers, and 10x Harman 4” compact ceiling speakers.

 Video Conferencing: 1x Wallmounted Lumens Full HD PTZ USB Camera with a
video conferencing codec and Vaddio AV Bridge (located in the central
equipment racks with USB extended back to the room for the user’s laptop
connection).

 The HDMI output of the camera run via the AMX DGX FIBRE infrastructure

back to the centralised racks. Outputs of the DGX are then used to feed the
codec and AV bridge as required.

 Barco Clickshare CSE-200 Wireless Presentation Unit
 10” AMX wall mounted touch panel should be provided in each room.
 Low-Profile Ceiling Mount Occupancy Sensor: occupancy sensor in the ceiling
connected to the control system.

 Optical switches installed to monitor the state of the dividing wall, to provide
relevant audio visual settings alongside a master override.

Four Project Rooms
 1x Samsung 95” FHD display wall mounted on a purpose designed and built line
bracket.
 Polycom RealPresence Trio 8800 (Skype for Business/O365/Lync Edition) and
Logitech C930 camera for full video and audio conferencing.
 KEF speakers with Extron Amplifier.
 10” AMX wall mounted touch panel.

Dual Purpose Offices
The Dual-Purpose Office is a space used either as an individual office or as an ad-hoc meeting space
depending on the requirement at the time.
 Samsung 40” FHD wall mounted on a purpose designed and built line bracket, and secondary
desk-arm mounted monitors.
 Extron HDMI DA2 two out HDMI distribution amplifier to split the output of the Employer supplied
PC docking station to both monitors.
 AMX 6-Button Ethernet Control Pads.
 Low-Profile Ceiling Mount Occupancy Sensor: occupancy sensor in the ceiling connected to the
control system.

Main Meeting Room
 1x Samsung 55” FHD display wall mounted on a purpose designed and built line bracket.
 1x Samsung 75” FHD display in the larger room for use when in combined mode.
 2x Shure Microflex Ceiling array, 6x KEF Speakers, 3x Extron DANTE amplifiers, 3x Shure WorkPro
amplifier, and 10x Harman 4” compact ceiling speakers.

 Video Conferencing: 1x Wallmounted Lumens Full HD PTZ USB Camera with a video conferencing
codec and Vaddio AV Bridge (located in the central equipment racks with USB extended back to
the room for the user’s laptop connection).

 The HDMI output of the camera run via the AMX DGX FIBRE infrastructure back to the centralised
racks. Outputs of the DGX are then used to feed the codec and AV bridge as required.

 Barco Clickshare CSE-200 Wireless Presentation Unit
 10” AMX wall mounted touch panel should be provided in each room.
 Low-Profile Ceiling Mount Occupancy Sensor: occupancy sensor in the ceiling connected to the
control system.

 Optical switches installed to monitor the state of the dividing wall, to provide relevant audio visual
settings alongside a master override.

Room Booking System
 Manhattan room management platform with AMX integration.
 7” AMX Modero S Wall Mount Landscape Touch Panel.
 AMX NX-1200 Netlinx NX Integrated Controller

Client Waiting Area
 1x Samsung 55” FHD display wall mounted on a purpose designed and built line bracket.
 1x Monitor Audio CT165T2 ceiling speaker with Shure WorkPro Amplifier.
 System controlled via the iPad at the reception desk. A centralised control processor is used for the
same.

Reception
 Ampetronic CLD1-CD integrated assisted listening system.

 Mediastar
Mediastar Lan-Caster Blade
MediaStar 3RU Chassis with Power Supply Unit
Mediastar Media Manager
Mediastar Media Player
 Vaddio
AV Bridge - VC camera/audio USB Bridge
 Polycom
Realpresence Group 700-720P: Group 700 HD Codec.
 Extron
- Passive Audio Summing Adapter
- Four Input USB Switcher with Emulation
 AMX
- Nx-2200 Netlinx NX Integrated Controller With 512 MB RAM
- DGX FIBRE switching and infrastructure
 QSC
- Four Channels of Microphone / Line-Level Analog Audio Input With 48V Phantom Power.
- Dante I/O Card Which Provides A Digital Bridge Between Any Dante Edge Network or Input Sources and
the Q-Sys Eco System.
- Integrated Core; 8 X I/O Card Slots
- Four Channels of Balanced Line-Level Analog Output

-

Media Station is a bespoke furniture piece designed for flexibility of use. Includes 1x Samsung 32” joinery-

-

The display can auto-sense when an input is connected and power up automatically, and power down when
disconnected.

-

Cafeteria carries 1x 55” Samsung FHD display, IPTV receiver, 2x Shure WorkPro ceiling speakers controlled

-

Wired laptop inputs are available alongside controls vested on an iPad.

mounted display, and wired laptop inputs.

via RS232 or IP interface.

ABOUT US

In plain speak, we are an international supplier of integrated audio-visual systems, environments,
and communications technology. We design, integrate, install and maintain robust AV systems
and environments.
But 'how' we do it isn’t quite so plain.
Our roots go back to 1954 when Roy Snelling started his business selling and servicing Television and
Radio sets in the early days of commercial broadcasts.
As more and more Television and Radio sets found a place in living rooms, Roy witnessed a major
transformation – an entirely new medium for people to interact, engage and consume information.
The same purpose for which we continue to design and build Audio Visual systems and
environments.
We have come a long way.
“Snellings” quickly grew into a household name with Roy’s steadfast commitment to an unmatched
retail experience – ‘customer first’ – from the moment they walk in the door to a lifelong
relationship.
As we grew and evolved, we nurtured this belief in our internal culture – “customer first”, as well as
our design/engineering philosophy – “Audio Visual Excellence. Operational Simplicity”.
Spot an opportunity. Respond to Change.
Technology will evolve. New platforms will emerge, and your needs will transform. Our culture allows
us the flexibility to adapt and respond – to keep pace with transformation and change in our
industry; to ensure our advice always keeps you ahead of the curve, and your competition.
We deliver all aspects of audio visual integration from design to the supply, installation and on-going
maintenance - all backed by a service ethic, which continues to carry the Snelling signature of quality.
Based in London and Norwich, we have maintained our portfolio of major clients and diverse projects
across corporate, higher education, public sector, defence and aerospace, retail, medical and
healthcare, leisure and hospitality, museums and attractions, and niche specifications.
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